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It depends.   

If you consider yourself a writer, photographer, artist, creative type, hobbyist, entrepreneur, foodie, philanthropist, 

movie buff, critical thinker—just someone with a genuine affinity, then you might want to consider blogging. 

Why? 

1. You’re probably pursuing this activity because it’s meaningful to you;  

2. There are probably others like you out there who would appreciate what you have to say, and who can 

engage with you on the subject; and  

3. You need to keep fresh at what it is you enjoy doing. 

 

 

Blogging can invigorate your life and “add value” to the lives of others; however, it takes some serious forethought 

and commitment.  Before you create a hosted, dime-a-dozen, soon-to-be-abandoned blog on a free site like Blogspot 

or Tumblr, mull over these pre-blogging issues: 

Your Nagging—what keeps nagging at you or occupies your thoughts for a considerable amount of time?  What 

subjects or hobbies do you long to discuss with like-minded individuals?  What in your life presses to be written about? 

*Note:  You need ethics here.  Do not blog about anything immoral, illegal, inappropriate, or ill-meaning.  

We all have thoughts, impulses, urges, things we want to get off our chests, but just because we have these 

things doesn’t mean we should act upon them.  You must remember that what you post can impact others, 

and that anything you post could have unintentional or undesired effects.  You must be responsible and 

ethical to manage a blog. 

Your Niche—what will be your angle?  How will you tell or show it differently than anyone else?  What is your 

objective, the mission that will keep you blogging and engaged in maintaining your blog?   

Your Know-how—do you have enough knowledge to create an inviting, well-designed blog?  Where will you find 

images and multi-media, legally?  How will people find your blog?  What would happen if your blog were hacked? 

Your Numbers—how often will you post?  How does the posting regularity align with your blogging goal?  Is 

anyone reading your posts?  How long do visitors stay?  

Your (Possible) Narcissism—do you really want to blog, or publish a diary?  What matters more:  finding fame or 

“adding value”?  How can you invite others and make them feel welcome to stay for a while? 

Your Neighbors—which blogs do you read?  Will you include a blogroll?  How can you be added to someone else’s 

blogroll?  Will you be a good citizen of the blogosphere? 

 

 

Timeline of ThankYouTom.com 

Magnum, P.I. from childhood → Rediscovered in adulthood, while 

despondent → Larry Manetti’s book → Magnum-Mania.com → Tom Selleck 

prolific, role model, relic of my precious 1980s → not writing enough → 

Tom’s age = My quest, my dreams, my pleasure! 


